WEAKLY COMPACT GROUPS OF OPERATORS T. A. GILLESPIE AND T. T. WEST
ABSTRACT. It is shown that the weakly closed algebra generated by the complex numbers, the reals, the integers and the unit circle.
We present several results concerning 2f-compact groups in B(X).
Such groups come within the general framework discussed by de Leeuw in [1] , where the underlying space is called a G-space. Write X(n) for the direct sum of n copies of X and T(n) e B(X(n>) for the 72th direct sum of T. Putting §'"^ = [T^: T e §!, it is easy to see that §("' is a »-compact group in B(X(n)) with unit I^n\ 
Lemma 6. TAe map a: T-> a(T) = [a..(T)] is an anti-representation of §^în"(C).
Define the operator P in B(X(n)) by
Px= f a(T-1)T(")X22'7,
where dT denotes Haar measure on ^. P is a projection, but this fact is not needed here. What is needed is the following result, which is easily verified using Lemma 6.
Lemma 7. PT(n)x = Pa(T)x for T e § and x £ X(n). and so 5 = exp p.. Lemma 12 gives the required contradiction.
